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 “The German word ‘unheimlich’ is obviously the opposite of ‘heimlich’ [‘homely’], ‘heimisch’ [‘native’]—the 

opposite of what is familiar; and we are tempted to conclude that what is ‘uncanny’ is frightening precisely 

because it is not known and familiar. Naturally not everything that is new and unfamiliar is frightening, 

however; the relation is not capable of inversion.”(Gray 236) 

 

According to Freud, “unhomely” is “that class of the terrifying which leads back to something long known to us, 

once very familiar” (Freud 1-2).Applying Freud’s theory of “unhomely” to postcolonial fiction, Bhabha says 

that “unhomely” means “the estranging sense of relocation of the home and the world” (Bhabha 44), a place 

where “the borders between home and the world become confused” (Bhabha 9), and amalgamation of private 

and public leads to “a vision that is as divided as it is disorienting” (Bhabha 9). Bhabha uses the concept of the 

uncanny to characterize the post colonial experience. He describes the colonial psychic economy of monstrous 

doubling with his uncanny to explain the feeling we get when experiences of childhood that have been repressed 

return to disrupt our everyday existence.  

In case of Eugene – the patriarch of Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s Purple Hibiscus, the childhood punishments 

he received at the hands of missionaries lead him to adopt similar measures of control inside his household. 

Unconsciously, he has imbibed the idea that penance is the only way in which guilt can be absolved. Thus every 

time someone falters from his prescribed trajectory of the ‘desired’ behavior, Eugene takes it upon himself to 

punish the guilty person and purge him of the sin he has committed. Only, in trying to become the ‘model’ 

Christian, he reverts to savage ways which the colonizers associate with the natives. The innate and acquired 

traits thus merge to evoke the sense of uncanny.The punishments he metes out to Kambili, his daughter, include 

making her stand in a tub of boiling water, beating her with a belt and kicking her. He beats his wife too, 

causing her to suffer numerous miscarriages. On one occasion, he breaks a glass table on her belly. Many a 

times she is beaten black and blue by him. His son Jaja also shares some of the punishments with Kambili. Once 

Eugene had punished him brutally for having failed “two questions on his catechism test” on account of which 

he “was not named the best in his First Holy Communion class” (Purple Hibiscus 144). As a result, one of his 

fingers was permanently disfigured. He had left his right hand alone because it is the hand with which he wrote. 

Abstract: According to Freud, “unhomely” is “that class of the terrifying which leads back to something 

long known to us, once very familiar” (Freud 1-2).Applying Freud’s theory of “unhomely” to postcolonial 

fiction, Bhabha says that “unhomely” means “the estranging sense of relocation of the home and the 

world” (Bhabha 44), a place where “the borders between home and the world become confused” (Bhabha 

9), and amalgamation of private and public leads to “a vision that is as divided as it is disorienting” 

(Bhabha 9). Bhabha uses the concept of the uncanny to characterize the post colonial experience. He 

describes the colonial psychic economy of monstrous doubling with his uncanny to explain the feeling we 

get when experiences of childhood that have been repressed return to disrupt our everyday existence. The 

paper deals with Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s novel Purple Hibiscus and applies the concept of 

‘unhomely’ and ‘uncanny’ to the conditions that we see in the household of Eugene. He makes the life of his 

family members miserable by making them follow his false ideals. The home thus becomes ‘unhomely’ 

under the control of Eugene, who is conflicted in the confrontation of his native self with his projected self. 

His inherent goodness is in conflict with the induced values developed as a direct influence of his colonial 

education. This chasm between the once familiar values (his African roots) and the assimilated unfamiliar 

values (acquired through education) evokes the sense of uncanny in him. 
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Eugene’s childhood spent under the Christian missionaries has enforced upon him a servile attitude towards 

colonial values. Worshipping the Saviour who appears in the guise of a white man has impressed upon him a 

greatdislike of everything that is native- his religion, his language, his culture and even his father. Therefore 

Eugene prefers his father in law to his father. All the memoirs of his childhood alienate him from his roots. His 

father rues the decision to put him in a missionary school because it has distanced him from everyone: 

 

Look at me. My son owns that house that can fit in every man in Abba, and yet many times I have nothing to put 

on my plate. I should not have let him follow those missionaries. (Purple Hibiscus 83) 

The idea of the uncanny is itself ambivalent and is used in many contexts throughout Bhabha’s work. All the 

hesitations, uncertainties and ambivalences with which colonial authority and its figures are imbued are 

characterized in terms of the uncanny. In other words, the split in the political subject, and the way new contexts 

change the meaning of a statement- can also be described as uncanny. Due to the term’s (uncanny) general 

currency in cultural theory, everything in Bhabha’s work begins to seem a little uncanny.The term uncanny 

represents something that we cannot control or access directly- the feeling of uncanniness is essentially an 

involuntary recurrence of the old and familiar. The uncanny is something we can analyze only through self-

observation and self-objectification.  

In Purple Hibiscus, the character of Kambili, in retrospect, observes the various incidents in her domestic life 

under her father’s oppressive tutelage. The character of Eugene, symbolic of the colonial authority, vacillates 

between the dilemma of colonial influence, control and obliteration and fierce denial of his native origin.This 

duality provides the scope for the unhomely. The life of children and their mother in their home under the 

domination of Eugene parallels a situation where oppressive national histories express themselves in domestic 

spaces, converting the home into an ‘unhomely’ space where the family does not feel safe. They have 

internalized a sense of estrangement from Eugene due to the colonial influence on him. 

In Eugene’s home, there are many parallels to the state of affairs in the country.The members in the house apart 

from Eugene are not allowed to express their feelings or opinions. Like the colonial masters, Eugene takes it 

upon himself to make every decision about the fate of the residents of his mini-republic.From religion and 

politics to their daily routine, everything is decided by the tyrannical man-of-the-house, wrought so by the 

missionary education. Kambili, Jaja and their mother Beatrice follow the diktats of Eugene. They try to adhere 

to the norms set by the whimsical father based upon his warped readings of Christianity. On the occasions that 

they fail to do so, they are severely punished.Inside his domestic space, Eugene loses the veneer of civilization 

and reverts back to a savage state quite unfamiliar to the outside people. Under the false pretence of the 

punishment being for their own good, he ensures unquestioning subjugation from his subjects (his family). 

The home thus becomes ‘unhomely’under the control of Eugene, who is conflicted in the confrontation of his 

native self with his projected self. His inherent goodness is in conflict with the induced values developed as a 

direct influence of his colonial education. This chasm between the once familiar values (his African roots) and 

the assimilated unfamiliar values (acquired through education) evokes the sense of uncanny in him. However 

hard he tries to disown his roots, he cannot rid himself of them. Although he uses only English in his 

conversations, he reverts to Igbo when he is beating Kambili. The native part of his ‘self’ which he tries to 

subdue and dispossess surfaces at the most unexpected moments. Caught between this confusion of familiar and 

unfamiliar, even his goodness is at war with himself. His charity and social service show that he isa person who 

believes in basic goodness and humanity. However, like other aspects of his behavior, this goodness too is 

reserved only for the Christians. Even his father is left untouched by the generosity he exhibits for Christians. 

Throughout the novel he exhibits an inconsistent character.When it comes to talking about the malpractices of 

the Nigerian Government of the time, Eugene is very vocal about it but inside the confines of his own home, he 

behaves like a tyrant. His newspaper criticizes the government and he has to face dire consequences for this. He 

never changes his opinions and mindset against the tyrannical government; but on the other hand he refuses to 

acknowledge the usurpation of rights which goes on at his home. Outside the domestic space he is an idealist 

while inside he becomes a fierce control-freak.  

In Kambili’s relationship with her father we notice the unmistakable colonized-colonizer relationship. Eugene 

controls the household, educates her according to his preferences, gives her a very limited exposure to her 

grandfather (symbolic of the African culture) and punishes her when she shows attachment to her roots 

(Nnukwu), turning violent and injuring her. Despite the restrictions that Kambili faces, she still wants to prove 

herself as equal to her brother to her domineering father, the Igbo’s hope for equality, acceptance and 

encouragement. The short span of the Biafra strife gives the Igbo (and Kambili) an opportunity to realize their 

own worth, away from the oppressive influence of the colonizers (Eugene) and bloom. However, the period of 

bloom is soon over and life is back to the usual. 

The Nigeria of the time shown in the novelis rampant with biased practices of the Nigerian government which 

were totally against the common masses. The people were not allowed the freedom of expression and anyone 

who tried to go against them was silenced. We have the example of Ade Coker in the novel along with others 

who die because of their voice of protest against the government. Only the people who followed the people in 
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power were allowed a peaceful existence. The same thing happened in the house of Eugene. Whenever the 

family members went against the directions of the father, they were punished strictly.Therefore the conditions in 

the home and the country strike us as being almost similar. The home does not provide any sense of safety to the 

family just the way it happens in the country. The boundaries between the home and the country become 

diffused and the public situations appear as the echoes of the individual circumstances. 

Bhabha says that the disruption of “the symmetry of private and public” (Bhabha 11) leads to “the shock of 

recognition of the world-in-the-home, the home-in-the-world” (Bhabha 141). The disturbance that Adichie 

portrays in the novel captures the actual historic events that preceded the Civil War in Nigeria. Eugene may be 

considered as the representative of the colonial legacy and the tyrannical Nigerian government of the time. The 

situation in his own home parallels Nigeria of the time, where the life of the inhabitants is suffocating and 

unbearable. The suffering of the family actually symbolizes the suffering of the entire nation and in this case, 

more importantly, of the Igbo. The rebellion of the family against their father, the inhuman patriarch, is 

symptomatic of the deep-seated urge of the people to be free, which eventually found expression in Nigeria-

Biafra war. The division between the private and public is thrown into question as the borders between them 

become so permeable that the private becomes a miniature edition of the public and vice versa. The situation 

resonates Bhabha’s statement that the “borders between home and world become confused; and, uncannily, the 

private and public become part of each other” (Bhabha9). Such unhomely moments, in Bhabha’s words relate, 

“the traumatic ambivalences of a personal, psychic history to the wider disjunctions of political existence” 

(Bhabha11).  
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